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About This Game

In Dismantle you play as "Constructs", fantastical creations built to fight in a tournament where the winner is the only one not
reduced to a pile of rubble.

Craft your Construct as you see fit, choosing your parts and paintwork, and tailoring your abilities to your play-style.

Every part of a character can be destroyed, eventually leaving only a pile of pieces where a player used to be.

As players take damage they are forced to crawl, hop, and roll to claim victory. Players will need to adapt and adjust to their
shifting strengths and weaknesses if they hope to claim victory.

The carnage takes places across an array of deadly levels, where players do their best to avoid destructive traps while destroying
anything that isn't set in stone.

Wreak havoc with an arsenal of punishing weapons: deadly explosives, energy weapons, furniture and flaming swords to name a
few.

Combat is fast, funny and furious, while remaining skillful.
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Title: Dismantle: Construct Carnage
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Great Helm
Publisher:
Great Helm
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or later

Processor: i5-3570 @ 3.40 GHz (or equivalent)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460M (or equivalent)

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Additional Notes: 30fps @ 720p with Low Settings

English
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First impression after 60 minutes review
Concept & idea: 6\/10
Gameplay: 4\/10 Doesn't feel smooth, very clonky, many bugs
Graphics: 4\/10 Feels very empty not up to date
Sounds: 5\/10
Controls: 3\/10 No Hotkeys, no control groups, mouse only
Tutorial: 1\/10 No explanations, missleading icons without tooltips. Was hard to figure out as a RTS veteran

In a nutshell: Promising concept and idea. But the defining game features are not ready at all.
Overall: 4\/10. Thank you devs!. This game makes me happy.. I bought this game at 88% discount and... I want my 59 cents
back. The translation is awful. And I mean AWFUL. It's not just some gramatical mistakes, I don't even understand what
characters did say sometimes. In current state this game is unreadable. If you are reading this just... don't buy it. Don't waste
your money.. I have thoroughly enjoyed these games and I am very sorry I have finished. The stories are intriguing, the puzzles
(mostly) doable and I had no technical problems at all.. A short choose-your-own-adventure type game with a interesting art
style.

Pros:
Art direction and graphics are good for what they are
Story is decent - new aspects found after more playthroughs

Cons:
Very short
No strong desire to complete multiple playthroughs to see different outcomes
Some story arcs don't make the most sense and seem contrived. Possible spoiler: Poisonous gas magically formed in a cave with
previous life in it and killed part of my party? WTF?

Overall: The game is too short and simple to be worth the $14.99 asking price. The price for the deluxe edition would be crazy.
Pick it up if it's half price or less. Otherwise, watch a let's play on youtube and you'll quickly see more money would be a waste.

Grade: C-
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Demon Truck is one of those hidden gem arcade games that really showcases a novel mechanic. I should have picked this up
long ago. If you are into arcade games with mechanics that are simple-to-learn, yet impossible-to-master like Downwell or 
One Finger Death Punch, you'll likely really enjoy Demon Truck.

Essentially, you only need two buttons; the right mouse button accelerates\/shields you, and the left mouse button attacks in
random directions. The truck is possessed, and steers itself. It generally avoids obstacles, but if you are going to hit one, you
just accelerate\/shield through it. By using the attack, you refill the accelerate\/shield meter, and vice-versa. Sounds
complicated, but it is brilliantly simple. There are neat upgrade choices at the end of each round. Do you want another turret,
or would you like to refill your health - that kind of thing.

Definately has that one-more-run appeal that will have you chasing your friend's scores on the leaderboards.

Pros:
+Really neat and novel mechanic
+Controls are as simple as it gets - literally two buttons
+Each level ends with a choice of upgrades that add a cool high-risk-high-reward component
+Super cheap

Cons:
-I'd be hard pressed to find any 'cons' with this little gem - if you know of any, please comment below

Well worth it for any lover of indie games.. The Pitt is a successful lybyrinth which challenges players memory. Original
weapons from the Fallout realm, armour, lockpicks\\\\ you name it is gone. The story line is adequate and the foes are
challenging but definately not rage quit. Many, MANY bobby pins can be found. The Pitt doesn\\'t add to the main quest
line but will successfully entertain you for 6-8 hours.
easy 5\/7. And just like that, a genre is born.. Good experience. About 10 mins or so with both maps. Looks good. Creepy with
the Spider. Very good demo. No motion controls as you have to keep both hands on the control keys of the keyboard and not
lift them off. Good for the money.. The best part is when you blow up the buildings. This game is for a very particular
audience of players and is by no means perfect, but I enjoyed it a lot.

The concept of "enemies get power up, you don't" is amazing and with every boss defeated the game world itself becomes
more treacherous and dangerous (the enemy placement is always randomized). Also, subsequent bosses will be more erratic,
with your characters hallucinating more often, which leads to the bosses teleporting and to all kinds of little tricks to unnerve
you. Overall, you have to plan your route by considering the difficulty of the bosses, the difficulty of how to get to the bosses
and the powerup that your next target will give to the Hive. Every route has pros and cons and you have to plan the most
efficient way for you to make it out alive.

The controls are responsive and satisfying but most of all, the atmosphere is amazing. It's scary, extremely tense and the
great sound design contributes to making the player feel uncomfortable. Yes, even the LAST CHANCE sound is a perfect fit,
but can be turned off if you find it so annoying. Getting to the last remaining bosses while nowhere is safe anymore, vicious
enemies pop out of every corner and you are killed again and again until your last life is an incredibly draining experience,
but in a good way. Completing the game without assist mode feels like a titanic accomplishment (I suggest not turning that
on, since the games loses its very purpose and 99% of its longevity, since it's a very short game and if you set unlimited lives it
will last very little).

The game has big fariness issues at times, though. The camera does not accurately follow you 100% of the time, and seems to
be anchored to specific "zones". When you exit these zones, the camera follows you with a delay and that can cause you to
run into some scorpion or flying enemy you coulnd't even see. This problem is minor if you play the game slowly and
carefully, but sometimes you just want to blaze through an area you already did a lot of times. The issue is particularly
evident when you are at 4 crystals (more enemies all around and no safe zones) and at 5 crystals (I won't spoil it but you'll
have to move lighting fast and colliding with things you couldn't even see is very unfair in that very tense situation). Also, the
Kraken boss moves its tentacles in such a way that they become impossible to dodge in certain situations. Once, I had a spider
dropping onto me THROUGH A SOLID PLATFORM, making me lose a life in a pivotal moment. That is not fair at all.

So I can't really recommend Overwhelm at full price, because it can be an incredibly frustrating experience at times. But this
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discounted price is perfect, especially if you like ungodly challenge and a constant sensation of tension and discomfort.
When everything clicks, Overwhelm is a little masterpiece, so you should really try it.. Best game about goats of the year
(GOATY)

Which suprisingly has more than one contender.. I returned this. Far too similar to other games of the same genre. Perhaps
would work for children due to its colourfulness.
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